
                                    The Hate Speech Folly 

Through two centuries of illegally wrought precedent – by judicial lawmaking, 

by legislative ignorance and sloth, and by immense administrative 

usurpation… promoted under purely emotional auspices … 

the Left/Communist/Democrat machine has crafted a ‘Matrix’, a fortress if you 

will… 

with the express purpose of commandeering control of the people, of the 

playing field, of resources, of all power- to the point of securing absolute 

government (totality) for this elitist cabal of arrogant fools… 

by leveraging the notion of ‘righting’ the declared, previous oppression of 

marginalized groups by historical ‘bogeymen’… 

and connecting all essence of Liberty, individual sovereignty, and the founding 

of the U.S. to that declared exploitation of the marginalized groups in order to 

delegitimize the United States in its entirety and dissolve it in globalism...  

In the names of equity and social justice…in the highjacked and convoluted 

perception of ‘probity’… and in the face of Natural Law…they defy Natural Law. 

 

 

Because who knows better than They? 

Because what is God (their nemesis) but an invention of the 

unenlightened/unwashed? 

Because never mind that even as all human convention is flawed, the Left’s 

aspiration to galvanize their precious inclination to impose their will on others 

is sacrosanct and trumps the individual’s natural rights and dignity being 

secured?  



Because, Corona virus? Because climate change? Because immortality and 

utopia await? 

The right to speak your mind is one of those pesky natural rights that the Left 

finds an obstacle to their schemes, and an obscene obstacle at that – it must 

be stifled.  

Yet the right to speak your mind is all-encompassing. The right to speak your 

mind includes provocative, ugly, abrasive, hurtful epithets – it includes hateful 

language. 

And the right to speak your mind is non-negotiable. 

So, in response, 

the Left, in its infantile vigor, has declared ‘hate’ itself, a crime – expressing 

thoughts and emotions alone may be deemed criminal… 

and in this infantile rationale, has declared itself the arbiter of all things hate – 

its definition, its context. 

They have professed to themselves the ability and authority to discern hate, to 

discern intent, to discern your heart’s ‘operating in malice’ toward their 

marginalized victims… while redefining what is good, what is acceptable, what 

is just, what is responsible, what is wisdom…and criminalizing your righteous 

ability to challenge their Holiness with a single, dirty label – hater or bigot or 

racist or homophobe or insurrectionist or terrorist or Christian or Patriot or 

American.  

Anti-truth … all of it done in the name of truth. 

Thus, 

the umbrella, ‘hate has no home here’.  

Stay in your cell, American.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

[Since oppression occurred amidst the birthing of the U.S., it follows that the 

principles girding the founding and the founding’s protagonists are necessarily 

illegitimate and must be abandoned. And it therefore follows that our contemporary 

political class being so enlightened and blameless are authorized enough to do just 

that. Ergo, any reference to the timeless principles that champion the essence of the 

natural human condition (first and foremost, freedom) are verboten and must be 

expunged] 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


